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Nicotine
research

University House to get grounded

Lecturer to tell of smoke’s
possible role in Parkinson’s
13 Jordan Robertson
D1111 STAFF WRIIIR

Chemicals in cigarette smoke may prevent the
onset of Piarkinson’s Disease, according to preliminary findings that a prominent Sunnyvale
researcher is scheduled to present on campus
Wednesday.
In a lecture sponsored by the biology department,
Maryka Quik of the Parkinson’s Institute will present information that indicates nicotine, tobacco’s
addictive ingredient, may cause a chemical reaction
in the brain that prevents the debilitating neurological disease.

1112E. V1FW
Quik’s presentation, "Nicotinic Receptors and
Parkinson’s Disease," will be held Wednesday at 1:30
p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room 135.
She said her research has indicated that, in
essence, the more people smoke, the less likely they
are to contract Parkinson’s Disease.
"What the studies show is that there is less
Parkinson’s Disease in people who smoke the
See
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Managing
daily stress
is academic
liv Yesenia Santana
DAILY SI AFF WRIIIR

Stress is the most contagious plague of modern
society, according to Prevention Magazine’s annual
Index Survey. Nearly three-quarters of adults say
they feel great stress on a weekly basis.
The tiepai fluent of human performance began the
semester with a new course, HuP 069: Stress Management, designed to help students beat the stress.
Stress Management is a core general education
course that falls under the Human Understanding
and Development category. This semester there are
only two sections available: from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45
p.m. Monday and Wednesday and from 1:30 p.m. to
2:45 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday. Both classes will be
held in Uchida Hall. Room 201A.
Dr. David M. Furst, one of the course instructors,
who has been teaching at San Jose State University
for 14 years, said that a lot of unnecessary stress
comes because people do not use time wisely.
The course teaches students how to manage time
effectively by prioritizing, scheduling and executing
daily responsibilities to a level of personal satisfaction.
Effective time management does not mean there
is more time the idea is to make better use of the
available time, stated Brian Luke Seaward, author

Kahle Sejima Daily Staff
Construction workers check the Scheller House on Monday for
damages and leaks caused by recent rain. The Scheller House is sched-

uled to be placed on its foundation Monday, construction workers said.

Setbacks cause monthlong delay in A.S. office renovation
By Christina Lucarotti
D MI 1

Si
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The computer lab that students
voted to finance last spring is still
at least a year away.
In the meantime, the revenues
are being used to renovate the oldest building on campus slated to be
the new home of the Associated Students.
The Scheller House, now known
as the University House, has been
empty for years.
Maggie Bernal, a senior majoring in liberal studies, said she
approves of the home’s restoration.
"I think they should save it,"
Bernal said. "This is one of the oldest schools, and the house is part of
history."
Last spring, students approved

T
Making0,Jer-

SJ
Measure P, an $18 fee increase tor a
24-hour computer lab operated by
A.S.
When A.S. couldn’t get the third
floor of the new University Police
Department building. located in
front of Seventh Street garage,
approved for the lab, it decided to
renovate the nearly century-old
home. A.S. President Leo Davila
said.
Laura Jaffa, a sophomore major-

Ing in child development, said she
finds the construction to be an
inconvenience.
"Money should have gone to the
computer lab first," Jaffa said.
Once renovated. A.S. plans to
move its offices into the new University House, opening up its current office space for the computer
lab.
The renovation of the University House is divided into four phases, said Alfonso De Alba, the executive director for Associated Students.
The first phase, which was relocating the house, cost $150,000 to
$200,000. The second phase, taking
inventory and preparing for the
rainy season, cost about $40,000.
According to Davila, $2.3 million
is budgeted for the project, and the

computer lab has an estimated
price tag of $700.000.
Few exterior changes have been
made to the house. which standa on
stilts. since it was picked up and
moved 90 degrees to face north on
Paseo de San Carlos a few days
before the fall 2000 semester began
in August.
Most notably, it has been sprayed
with green and orange paint and
wrapped with a blue tarp.
Underneath the house, however,
an entire foundation has been laid.
The next step of construction.
which is scheduled to begin Monday, will be lowering the house 3and-a-half feet onto its new foundation, said Garden City Construction
Superintendent Leroy Atkins.
Davila said that he had hoped
See
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Tour buses assume shuttle duty
By U.S. Perez
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRIT! R

War* Kocina Daily Staff
Students boarded the new Park and Ride shuttles on Thursday in front of Duncan Hall. According
to Sgt. John Laws of the University Police Department, "The buses are bigger, more comfortable and the
drivers are more reliable."

When a bus rolled up to the
Park and Ride lot at 11 o’clock
Monday morning, Kelly Bennett
was startled.
After all, she didn’t expect a
tour bus to pick her up and take
her to school.
"At first, I was confused,"
Bennett said.
hope they’re
taking me to campus,’ was my
first thought when I got on. It
was too fancy for a school bus."
Not all students are complaining about the new buses.
"They’re much better," said
Sharon Needham, an art major.
"They’re not crowded, they’re
spacious and they are on time."
Sgt. John Laws, supervisor of
Traffic and Parking Operations
for the University Police
Department, said San Jose

State University had a contract
with Laidlaw Transit Services,
but after receiving a number of
complaints about the size of the
company’s shuttles, poorly
maintained schedules and shuttle drivers, the University decided to look elsewhere.
Another factor was the campus needed a larger program.
Laws said.
"Our demand was much
higher than what Laidlaw could
provide," Laws said. "We wanted
a service that could accommodate 45 to 50 passengers and
could provide service for 10
hours a day."
Laws said the university
searched for another transit
company and took a bid from
United Brothers Charters and
Thurs.
On size, Laws said the shuttles Laidlaw uses could only

accommodate between 16 and
24 people, while the charter
buses can seat 47.
Unlike the shuttles and the
three buses that SJSU operates,
the charter buses are not
equipped for standing room
only.
As for complaints about drivers, Laws said students’ comments ranged from shuttle operators driving too fast or taking
hard. quick turns, as well as
shuttle drivers taking lunch
breaks that disrupted service.
"We got most of our complaints about long waits around
lunchtime," Laws said.
The United Brothers drivers
are replaced by another driver
when they take their lunch
break, keeping the flow of service intact, Laws said.
The charter buses run from
sit BUSES, Page a
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SJSU built for scholars, not companies

Editorial
Daily looks to fight
apathy, seeks input

perhaps I’m not progressive. I
seem to lack the forward
thinking required to revel in
the thought of a "vertical research
park" on the northwestern corner of
campus.
As reported last week by the
Spartan Daily, this park would
again. Lines are long. Parking is impos- house classrooms, faculty offices
time
that
/t’s
sible. Campus is crowded. Construction is every- and private businesses. The buildwhere. And people actually show up to class.
ing would be one of the largest in
Yes, that’s right, the start of another semester.
the downtown area.
As we’ve been doing for the past 67 years, the SparA San Jose Mercury News artieach
tan Daily is here to share another semester with
positive in tone, called the procle,
San
just
like
and every one of you. In some ways, we’re
ject an "ambitious undertaking."
Jose State University and its surrounding areas.
It’s definitely inventive.
We change.
The plan is to create highly
There are new names, new faces, a new look and new
ideas. But just as our school has never changed its pri- demanded real estate by demolishing the Administration building,
we’ve never changed ours
education
mary goal
Dudley Moorhead Hall, the Science
information.
Gillis Hall and the
Every day we do our best to provide the news to building, Hugh
University Theatre and replace
staff
community
of
and
the
SJSU, its 27,000 students
them with a complex large enough
and faculty members who commit themselves to this to rival the Adobe Systems headcampus.
quarters less than 10 blocks away.
But we see apathy out there. We see a crowd of faces
I appreciate President Robert
who hurry to find a place to park before they hurry from Caret’s out-of-the-box approach to
all
again
class to class only to hurry home and do it
develop a more modern campus for
tomorrow. Sometimes the worries or the news of the the San Jose State University comhurrying.
get
lost
in
all
the
campus
But it doesn’t always have to be that way
All we want is for those people to be informed. To have
an understanding of what’s going on and to take a genuine interest in the events that are currently shaping
this campus and will continue to in the years to come.
Day-in and day-out, those are our goals.
But we can’t do it alone. We can’t do it without you.
On the front page of our paper it says "Serving San
Jose State University since 1934." Ask anyone who has
ever worked as a waiter or waitress, and they will tell
you that you can’t serve anyone who doesn’t tell you
what they want. bi the same respect, the Daily can’t
serve you if you don’t tell us what you want. We don’t
make the news, we just tell the stories.
So when you know of something that you want to see
in our pages tell us.
When you see something in our pages that you want
to see more of tell us.
When you see something in our pages that you like
tell us.
When you see something in our pages that you don’t
like tell us.
Come visit us, write us letters, stop us on campus and
give us a piece of your mind.

CHRISTINA
LUCAROTTI

munity, but I have to wonder if this
plan has been thought through.
Is it sound for private businesses
to be crawling onto campus?
A university, in my mind, should
be a sanctuary a place separate
from the world where students,
encouraged to indulge in thought,
become scholars.
A university should be one of the
last places to fall subject to Corporate America.
Although Caret, stating in the
Mercury News article that we’d be
"doing it for ourselves, by ourselves," seems confident that SJSU
would have the upper hand, one has
to wonder what it would take for the

I
tab1es to turn.
The project, estimated to cost
$250 million to $380 million, would
create a debt that would last 20 to
30 years.
What’s to say that the economy
won’t crash in that time, causing a
need for SJSU to cater to the commercial world to fill the 1 million
square feet intended for private
office space?
Another dilemma about such an
endeavor is the vast change it
would mean to the landscape of
SJSU.
As if our campus wasn’t already
under perpetual construction, it
seems with this project there would
be no end in sight.
Neither the article in the Mercury News nor the Spartan Daily
explained where the existing classrooms would be relocated while the
new structure was being built.
And once complete, how would
this vertical research park blend
with SJSU’s oldest buildings?
With a virtual skyscraper looming above it, Tower Hall would no

’IT’S IN THE CONSTITUTION SOMEWHERE.
THE RIGHT To mARAss A WOMAAI 6a/N6
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Bush critics ignore
possible benefits
writing in response to Michelle Jew’s article
/am
"Bush ain’t undo his past wrongs." It angers me to
think that the man who reinstated National Prayer
I tay should be thought of as leading our nation to "hell
in a hand basket."
Ms. Jew’s only stronghold is that Bush has warranted the deaths of 132 people.
I am pro-life and firmly against the death penalty as
well. However, had Gore been elected and the abortion
regime left by the Clinton administration been kept in
place, I can tell you that more than 132 million people
would have died.
Let us be mindful of the fact that those 132 million
would be the innocent, as opposed to the criminal lives
spent by Bush. Unfortunately, at first many voted for
Bush as the ’better of two fools.’
Yet, it is becoming clearer by the day that President
Bush has been a godsend. Who knows, maybe he will see
his faults warranting 132 death penalties and
change, or maybe he will not.
Nevertheless, millions of innocent lives are killed
each day versus only a handful of criminals each year.
Therefore there is no justice done in saying that President Bush will take this nation down. If you ask me, our
nation is close to bottomed out already vtith rape, crime,
pornography, etc. Bush just might be the one to start the
push upward.
Jalce Huether
senior
mechanical engineering

Power crisis is the consequence of deregulation
There is no shortage of electrical power in California.
What we have here is a surplus of greed. Does anyone really
believe that in the short time
deregulation has been in effect
that demand increased to such an
extent that these out-of-state
power companies like Dynegy,
NRG Energy, Enron, and Reliant
could double and triple their profit margins? If so, I have a bridge
in Brooklyn that is for sale. I read
that a partnership of Dynegy and

NRG Energy paid four times the
book value for the Carlsbad power
plant. They obviously expected to
make a killing off deregulation.
The same thing happened in
England when Margaret Thatcher deregulated the power industry Companies collude with one
another and withhold power at
times of peak usage, driving the
prices sky-high, and then they
sell.
Like the unprofitable investments of utility companies in

nuclear power plants, like the
Savings and Loan debacle, consumers and taxpayers will be the
ones who pick up the tab
not
the capitalists actually responsible for the crisis.
A rolling blackout could have a
therapeutic value for those conservative
Republicans
who
believe the market solves everything. They could be watching
their favorite right-wing talk
show host on television and then
plunged into complete darkness
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It would give them time to reflect
on their ideology and perhaps
consider all the Third World people who have given up their lives
protesting the privatization and
deregulation forcibly imposed on
them by the IMF and World
Bank.
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longer seem like a tower.
Alumni wouldn’t recognize the
campus. Buildings that have been
taught in for more than 40 years
would be erased.
If you’re someone like Caret, I
suppose you’re more concerned with
the future of this campus than its
past. It’s possible the mere thought
of a wrecking ball gives you a thrill.
On the other hand, maybe you
find a certain charm in older buildings.
Perhaps they seem to have
soaked up the ideas of hundreds of
students and teachers.
It’s just a difference in point of
view.
But before we all get lost in the
allure of creating our very own
research park, we need to realize that
we wouldn’t be trading nothing for
something. We would be trading our
school history, and possibly our
integrity, for the sake of new facilities.
Christina Lucarotti is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Confession’. appears Tuesdays.

An unusual culprit
for deviant behavior
summer, I spent a wonLast
derful three weeks in Italy
and Croatia enjoying the
Mediternmean Sea, the hospitality and most of all, the food.
Everything I tried was delicious, without exception.
I’ve had a little time since then
to reflect on what really made
that trip wonderful.
As the commercial says, "It’s
might anger some readers or
the cheese."
At nearly every meal, my rela- excite those with heart conditions.
But I’m a reporter, and it’s my
tives and hosts presented me with
job to inform.
plates full of cheese.
In England, people organize
In every bowl of pasta were
gobs of gooey cheese, and on every "cheeserolling" contests.
An Associated Press article
plate of prosciutto were huge
slices of hard cheese. People ate described a yearly race west of
the stuff with a knife and fork, London in Gloucester, England
and they ate huge quantities of it. where the participants push a
Because the people I met were wheel of cheese down a hill and
kind and considerate, I never con- chase it.
The first person to cross the
sidered that anger or mischief
finish line after the cheese, accordcould be linked to cheese.
However, since summer, it has ing to the article, wins the whole
come to my attention that cheese wheel. These races may sound like
is present in many dangerous sit- harmless fun, and you may even
uations and could quite possibly laugh at our crazy cheese-chasing
cousins from Europe.
be to blame for bad behavior.
But the article states that in
We all know that the French
are passionate about their -cheese. 1998, races were canceled because
We shouldn’t be surprised 27 racers were injured in the prewhen the substance causes a "mil- vious year’s contest.
I wonder what people won’t do
itant sheep farrner" in France to
vandalize
local
McDonald’s for the love of cheese.
If you still aren’t convinced
restaurants.
An Associated Press article in that cheese is hanning and taking
August of last year stated Jose over our lives, I ask you to look at
Bove of France was sentenced to this week’s New York Times Best
three months in prison for a Sellers list.
No. 1 in the category for hardcrime, in which he protested U.S.
sanctions on Roquefort cheese. cover advice, ho% -to and miscellaBove’s sheep produce milk used in neous is a book by Spencer JohnRoquefort cheese, according to the son called "Who Moved My
Cheese?"
article.
Maybe it was one of the natives
Coincidentally, perhaps, the
day after Bove’s sentencing, of the Italian city of Nuoro, where
according to a different Associated a maggot-infested sheep dairy
Press article, then-President Clin- product is a local favorite, accordton decided not to impose new ing to USA Today. I won’t quote
taxes on imported luxury items" the graphic descriptions of this
such as mineral water, cashmere because some readers may be
enjoying this column over lunch.
... and cheese.
The article says the Italian govMaybe Clinton saw the effect
cheese has on people and didn’t errunent has banned the special
cheese, causing the black market
want to play with fire.
Even here in the United States, to double its price.
Burglary, vandalism, black
cheese is driving men to commit
market dealings and dicey intercrimes.
Cheese appeared at the scene national trade relations.
Cheese is present at the center
of a crime in Arkansas, helping to
identify the undeniably dairy- of it all and must be investigated
as a catalyst to deviant behavior.
obsessed perpetrator.
So put down that slice of pizza
USA Today reported that a 21 year-old Arkansas man was with extra cheese and walk away,
charged with burglary after his slowly.
friend recognized the cheese
Emily B. Zurich is the
wrappers left at the scene of the
Spartan Daily Copy Editor
crime. The man had a longtime
"Quoth the Raven"
habit of eating lots of cheese,
appears Tuesdays.
according to the report.
I shouldn’t even mention this
next cheese occurrence because it
Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to expresS themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions heroine the property or the Spartan Daily and may be edited for
clarity. grammar. libel and length Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in Dwight Bentel I tall Room 209, sent by. fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at
SDAILY(a)jrnc.sisu.edu or mailed to ate Spanan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by. and ere the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism arid Mass Communications or SJSLI.
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Letters
Bush’s pro-life policy
has roots in Declaration
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I am writing in response to
Michelle Jew’s rather unfortunate "Spoiled" column from
Wednesday.
I was in Washington, D.C.
participating in the "March for
Life" along with a half-million
other peaceful and prayerful prolife people. I took part in the
cheers as President Bush’s statement, getting U.S. tax dollars out
of the international abortion
business, was read.
President Bush’s action came
exactly eight years after former
president Bill Clinton, just two
days into office, reversed a longstanding U.S. policy and funded
abortion all over the world with
our tax dollars.
President Bush’s action,
affirming the culture of life,
exactly mirrored former President Clinton’s action which had
affirmed the culture of death.
Another thing the Clinton
administration "accomplished,"
as Ms. Jew would say, in regard
to abortion, was his twice vetoing of a ban on partial birth
abortion, which legalizes killing
a newborn child as long as that
child has as little as his or her
big toe left inside of the mother. I
am confident President Bush
will soon put an end to this horrific practice, too.
Ms. Jew’s definition of a prolife person is flawed both in its
premise and logic. The actual
source of the "Right to Life"
movement comes in the Declaration of Independence, which
states:
"We hold these truths to be
self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with

certain unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness."
However, it has always been
accepted that these rights can
become forfeited if a person, by
his or her own choice and action,
commits certain acts of hostility
toward society.
The 132 executed criminals in
Texas had committed such acts
and thus paid the consequences.
However, the 40 million innocent
unborn children slaughtered by
abortion in the United States
since 1973 had no such choice.
For they were all, by definition,
innocent. And this also includes
the child who posed a threat to
the health of the mother or was
conceived as a result of rape. For
unborn children are, quite simply, innocent in all cases.
The most chilling fact is that
if you were born after 1973,
approximately one-third of your
generation has already been
killed by abortion. The many
young people coming to a realization of their own survival of
abortion is the reason why the
pro-life movement is younger
and stronger than ever.
President Bush ran as a prolife candidate and his election is
a sign of the great strength of
the pro-life movement. His
announcement being read to a
half million pro-life people in
Washington, D.C. is but a first
step in many that will restore
our culture into a "culture of
life."
John Wilhelmsson
graduate student
philosophy
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Today
"Ground Zero" Radio
"Hip-Hop Duel," with DJ Battle.
Two top hip -hop spinners, Formula
One and DJ Remedy face off, noon to
1 p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheater. For more information,
call Public Affairs at 924-4561.
Lambda Sigma Gamma
Informational meeting meet
the ladies of SJSU’s first multicultural sisterhood, 8 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room located in the Student Union. For more information,
call Gloria Medina at 304-1953.
"Ground Zero" Radio
Win an MP3 player! Must be present for drawing to win, 6 p.m. in
Hugh Gillis Hall, Room 103. For more
information, call Public Affairs at
924-4561.
Student Election Board
A.S. candidate applications. Candidate applications now available for
Associated Students government
2001-2002 school year. Pick up applications in the A.S office located on
the third floor of the Student Union.

Applicants must attend a mandatory
Candidate Orientation session. For
more information, call the Student
Election Board at 924-5955.

our boats, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Seventh Street plaza. For more information, call Joanna at (650) 799-3208 or
e-mail JoDilleyigaol.com.

Associated Students
Online scholarship applications at
http://scholarships.sjsu.edu. For more
information, call Maria Murphy at
924-6240.

REACH Program
Re -Entry And Commuter Help
Program hosts Brown Bag Lunch
Welcome to SJSU for spring 2001,
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco room
located in the Student Union. For
more information, call Jane Boyd at
924-5950.

For more information, call David
Ruiz at 924-2991.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Intramural soccer and basketball
captain meeting. Interested in organized recreational sports? Come
check us out! Soccer meeting: 2 p.ni
basketball meeting: 3 p.m. in the
Almaden room located in the Student Union. For more information,
call Rita Chandler at 924-6266.

Thursday

Golden Key International
Honour Society
Pizza social: pizza, beverages,
games, lucky drawing, officer introductions arid upcoming events info,
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Pacifica
room located in the Student Union.
For more information, call ICiri Yu at
298-4693.

Wednesday
Associated Students
Bookloan program: apply in the
Associated Students Business Office in
the Student Union. For more information, call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
SJSU Sailing Club
Recruiting Day, Come see one of

Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgendered Alliance
Meeting/discussion, 5 p.m. in the
Costanoan room located in the Student Union. For more information,
call Shanna at 938-0803.
SJSU Alumni Association
Deans’ scholarships: 17 $1,250
scholarships available to undergrad
and grad students. Pick up application from any Dean’s office, deadline:
March 1. For rnore information, call
Ivy Low at 924-6524.
Chicano Commencement
General meeting, 5 p.m. in the
Chicano Resource Center, Modular A.

Philosophy Colloquium Series
"A Kantian Intuitionism" with professor Robert Audi, Charles J Mach
Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, 4 p.m. in the University Club.
For more information, call Bo Mou at
924-4502.
Catholic Ciunpus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Chapel located at
300 S. 10th St. For more information,
call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to stir
dents, faculty and staff members The deadline for
entries is noon, three working days before the
desired publication date Entry forms are available
in the Spartan Daily Office Space restnctions may
require editing of submiasions Entries are pnnted
in the order in which they are received

Deftones deserve more praise and compassion
is in response to Tiffani album, "Adrenaline," show otherThis
Analla’s article printed in wise. Their other two albums,
the Spartan Daily on Fri- "Around the Fur" and "White
day. Analla’s stated that the Pony," followed the same success
Deftones are unoriginal and larne of an original and true band.
Analla also stated that "such
and mixed them with a crowd of
unoriginal bands such as Crazy image-conscious bands promote
Town, Papa Roach and the poor tattoos and trite lyrics to get a
imitators of the Deftones, Linkin’ piece of the MTV Total Request
pie." Again, this statement is false
Park.
The Deftones have been and ridiculous. By watching the
around since the mid-’80s, which concert video collection of the
is much longer than these bands. Deftones, you will see that they
Although being old does not nec- are down-to-earth guys and are
essarily make you good, the half totally against the "image" thing.
Analla also stated U2 and the
million copies sold for their first

Beastie Boys are original and prehistoric. These bands are only a
couple of years older than the
Deftones. I like these bands, but
they also derived from something
else and, over time, changed to fit
the trends of today.
Listening to the new albums
and watching their new videos
from their enormous collection,
you will notice a great difference
from what they were in the beginning.
If the same comparison is done
to the Deftones, you will find
slight change in their style and

music.
Last year, our state capital recognized the Deftones as the most
outstanding and inspirational
band. They received the key to
the city and were put in its history books, a well-deserved award.
Do not mix originality with imitation, please.
Luis M. Perez
sophomore
undeclared

Andersen Consulting
Changes Name And Vastly
sCapabilities
dnetxEj

{There’s never been a better time to build your career with us}

VVe’ve done more than just change
our name. At Accenture we’re building a
completely new network nf businesses that
will influence the shape of the new economy.

3

This presents new and exciting challenges for
our employees, with ever expanding career
options. There has never been a better time
to be part of our dynamic global force as we

bring innovations to improve the way the
world works and lives.
For those who want to create the future,
now is the time to be at Accenture.

information on our
Check out our Webcast - premiering on Thursday, February 1 (1:00 p.m. EST, 12:00 p.m. CST, 11:00 a.m. MST, 10:00 a.m. PST) - for
miss.
to
new name and new opportunities. It’s an interactive experience and career opportunity you won’t want

Register for the Webcast at: careers.accenture.com/webcasts

Venture Capital
Consulting Technology Outsourcing Alliances
Accenture was formerly known as Andersen Consulting

acceniure
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KSJS mixmasters hit the amphitheater
to show off their turntable techniques.

Kristopher Gainey / Daily Staff
Senior Jay Untalan, also known as Formula-One, practices for
today’s DJ/Turntable Showcase put on by KSJS (90.5 FM). Formula-

One will be one of the four al’s involved in the showcase, which will
be held at the Student Union Amphitheater from noon to 1 p.m.

By Jena Torres
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Turntable specialists from KSJS
(90.5 FM), San Jose State University’s campus radio station, are scheduled to cut, scratch and show off
their expertise from noon to 1 p.m.
today in a hip-hop battle/showcase
in the Student Union Amphitheater.
DJ Remedy of KSJS’s "Monday
Night Live" radio show is scheduled
to perform today.
Remedy is the 2000 Guitar Center National DJ Champion.
"Instead ofjust playing music, it’s
a chance for students to see one of
the best DJs and scratchers in the
nation," said Nick Martinez, general
manager at KSJS.
Also scheduled to play are DJs
Formula-One of KSJS’s "War Zone"
and Illmatik and Manabees, who are
both DJs on "Monday Night Live."
Although not a battle in the traditional sense there are no judges
and there will be no winner the
DJs will each showcase their talents by playing their own 15- to 20minute sets.
"It’s not a head-to-head battle,"
Martinez said. "If it was a battle, it
would be open to anyone. We’re all
on the same team. We’re just bring-

ing these guys out to go up against
each other and have fun."
Formula-One, also Icnown as Jay
Untalan, an SJSU senior majoring
in radio-television, said, "We’re
doing it to promote the radio station
and promote the hip-hop shows." -As well as playing hip-hop music,
DJs will be exhibiting turntablb
techniques such as scratching, mix-t
ing and beat-juggling.
Beat-juggling is taking two
records and manipulating them to
make an original beat.
"I think the turntables are;
instruments in the hands of the.
DJs. They are making music," MaiS
tinez said.
When asked what the audience
can expect to hear today, Remedy
said, ’Not a lot of commercial rap."
Manabees said along with old:
school and underground hip-hop, ha
will be playing "soul-breaks," of ’70e.
funk.
Members of KSJS will be giving;
away compact discs, T-shirts and
hats, Martinez said.
"Monday Night Live" with Remo,:
dy, Illmatik and Manabees can be
heard from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Moto
day nights and ’The War Zone" with,
Formula-One and Oz can be heard,
from 10 p.m to 2 a.m. Tuesday
nights on KSJS.

Lifehouse strikes a lonely chord
Los Angeles-based quartet will do more than hang by a moment
By. Tiffani Analla
DAILY ASSISTANT A & E EDITOR

are no throwaway tracks.
This first-rate track begins
slowly and then forcefully
Sadness, pain, alienation erupts as Wade’s deep, soothand longing are just a few of ing voice cranks out, "I’m livthe emotions that are con- ing for the only thing I know/
tained on Lifehouse’s debut I’m running
and not quite
album release, "No Name sure where to go/ I don’t know
Face."
what I’m diving into/ I’m
hanging by a moment here
with you."
REVIEW
No one can deny that they
felt such longing for
The Los Angeles -based haven’t
another, and it is this thrust
quartet
is
fronted
by of moving honesty that captisinger/songwriter/guitarist
not only the ears of the
Jason Wade, a 20-year-old who vates
listener, but the heart as well.
seems to be going on 30.
The seventh track, "Simon,"
"Hanging By a Moment,"
that there are those
"Simon," "Everything" and warns
who may try to strip others of
"Breathing" are just a few of their confidence
and make
the standout songs on the 12 - them feel as
though they are
track album.
nothing.
Wade, with a resounding
relates that everyone
voice that throttles like that hasWade
felt such alienation and
of Creed’s lead singer, Scott sadness,
and that everything
Stapp, sucks the listener into
be fine with such hopeful
his wide range of emotions will
lyrics, "Don’t believe the lies
that people can’t help but that
they told you/ Not one
identify with.
word was true."
The first and best song,
The
Wade
"Hanging by a Moment," kicks assures open-hearted
off an album in which there repeated all with the thriceline, "You’re alright."

The acoustic-savvy "Breathing" veers more toward the
romantic side of things.
This mellow -paced track
never quite builds to a climax

Wade, with a
resounding voice
that throttles like
that of Creed’s
lead singer, Scott
Stapp, sucks the
listener into his
wide range of
emotions that
people can’t help
but identify with.
of emotion.
Yet, it is Wade’s forceful
vocals that will draw the listener’s attention, not only on

this track but on the entire
album.
Lyrics such as "I want nothing more than to sit/ Outside
heaven’s door and listen to
you breathing/ Is where I
want to be" are what make the
listener hang on every word
Wade sings.
The final song, "Everything,"
concludes an album that lingers
long after the 12 tracks have
run their course.
"Everything" begins slowly
with a melancholy tone, scattering throughout the song what
the person does to Wade, "You
are the hope," "You are my purpose," ’You calm the storms,"
and "You still my heart and take
my breath away."
Unexpectedly,
guitars rip
and Wade roars, "You’re all I
want/ You’re all I need/ You are
everything."
It is obvious on this 12 track journey that Lifehouse
is clearly more than a one-hit
wonder that spews out catchy
grooves and tired lyrics.
This no-name will put a
face on the music scene that
does more than just rock.

photo courtesy of breatnuorits Records
From left to right: Jason Wade, Stuart Mathis, Sergio Andrade,
Rick Woolstenheuln.

SPRING 2001
SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Asian American Studies and Women’s Studies
HAVE OPEN

Need a GE elective?

GENERAL EDUCATION SECTIONS
CORE G. E.
COURSE
D
D
D
D

2
2 & D3
2 & D3
2 & D3

D
D

SECTION

pA YI Si

1
3
5

TR
MW
TR

1030
1200
1200
1800

-

MWE
MW

1030

112(i
- 1445

AAS/WOMS 20 - Edulic Women m the U S
AAS 33B - Asian/American In the U.S Historical & Political Process
AAS 338 - Asian/American In the U S Histoncal & Political Process
MS 338 - Asian/American In the U S Histoncal & Political Proccss

6

WOMS 10 - Perspectives on Sex & Gender Roles
WOMS 10 - Perspectives on Sex & Gender Roles

4

TIME

1330

LOCATION

1145
1315
1315
2045

DMH
WSQ
WSQ
DMH

162
207
207
234

DMH 234
DMII 234

ADVANCED G. E.

COURSE

SECTION pin St

AAS 175 - Asian/Amcncan Communities
WO MS 101- Study of Women

TIME

LOCATION

TR
MWF

0900 - 1015
1030 - 1120

DMH 162
DWI 162

MNV
TR

1200 -1315
1030 1145
!ROO - 2045
1800 - 2045

DWI
DMH
DMH
DMH

ALSO OPEN
SOCS 177
SOCS 193
WOMS 160
WOMS 192

Society & Education
Women & Minorthes/Socs
Women, Race & Class
Scruor Sanmar

162
234
162
162

Metr 10 - Weather and Climate
GE "Physical Science -B 1"
(Section 01) MW 0900-1015
(Section
(Section
(Section
(Section
(Section

02)
03)
04)
05)
80)

MW 1030-1145
MW 1200-1315
TR 0900-1015
TR 1030-1145
NOW ONLINE! (http://disted.sjsu.edu/)

Metr 112 - Global Climate Change
GE "Earth & Environment - R"
1330-1445
(Section 01) MW
1030-1145
(Section 02) TR
(Section 03) M (evening) 1800-2045

Metr 113 - Atmospheric Pollution
GE "Earth & Environment - R"

Addellomi Informolow:
SOCIAL flellEF4(71 DZIEUPETIMINIT
DAM 331A
(41111)

Try these cool classes for spring 2001:

in4-tria

k

(Section 01) TR 1330-1445

ei

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
trwasnitiliertisarcom

Y 0 STRIKE.

co 0

f
Ir 1111
CD*

BUCKLE UP
1,1

For more infomation contact the Meteorology Department at:
924-5200 or http://metsunl.sjsu.edu
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’Snatch’ is no smoking barrel
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In 1999, Guy Ritchie made the
film "Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels" and stood out by
blazing
a
new
trail
in
moviemaking.
With his latest movie,
"Snatch," however, it seems like
the same old song and dance with
different characters.
Just like "Lock, Stock..." the

T
f

I

I
t

audience is taken into the seedy
underbelly of London with criminals who have mob-type names:
Franky Four Fingers, Boris The
Blade, Bullet Tooth Tony, Jack
The All-Seeing Eye, Doug The
Head, John The Gun.
Just like "Lock, Stock..." the
plot is so complicated that a person can’t possibly grasp it after
only one viewing.
And just like "Lock, Stock..."
titles are used to identify the
characters and narration to
explain the story.
There are two things that save
this film: Brad Pitt’s character,
Mikey, and the comedy.
Mikey lives among gypsies
and speaks a dialect that characters in the movie can’t even
uhderstand.
In directing the movie,
Ritchie’s style is fast and zany.
He has an unmatched talent
for being able to take a movie
about crime and killing and
adding a humorous element.
The movie is rated "R" because
otviolence and profanity.
The story revolves around a
sColen diamond, fixed boxing
matches, pigs and a dog that eats
about anything put in front of it.
Franky Four Fingers (Benicio
Del Toro) steals a diamond in
Antwerp, Belgium and returns to
L9ndon only to face a Russian
named Boris The Blade (Rade
Sherbedgia) and an American
named Avi (Dennis Farina) who
tcy to steal it from him.
It turns out to be no easy task,
because the diamond is in a briefcise handcuffed to Franky’s
wrist.
During all this, a boxer named
Gorgeous George is flattened and
two pathetic promoters, Turkish
(Jason Statham) and Tommy
(Stephen Graham), find themselves owing a crime kingpin,
Brick Top (Alan Ford), money.
The two recruit Pitt’s character, a champion bare-knuckle
brawler, who ends up being more
trouble than helpful.
However, his close-knit family
of gypsies is the most interesting
element of the movie.
One more thing pigs eat
dead bodies, and the statement is
made to watch out for pig farmer&
Ford’ s character uses the pigs
to threaten the two promoters.
This rundown of the movie
aiay seem brief, but to include

photo courtesy ot .‘icreen Gems
Left to right, Jason Statham ( Turkish), Stephen Graham (Tommy) and Brad Pitt (Mikey) in Guy Ritchie’s "Snatch" from Screen Gems.
----

"The story
revolves around a
stolen diamond,
fixed boxing
matches, pigs
and a dog that
eats about anything put in front
of it.
everything would be as longwinded as a John Milton poem.
The movie is swift and it’s not
boring it just never gets off the
ground.
Even though the audience is
introduced to all the characters
at the beginning, it’s hard to keep
interest because it seems everything that happens to them is by
fate.
Ritchie is a good director and
filmmaker, but his style is

muddy.
It’s not that he used the same
format he used the first time
around for "Snatch," or even that
the movie relies on the camera
techniques.
It just that he needs to tighten
up his style.
"Snatch" is worth a look,
maybe a second, to get the plot
down.
However, the recommendation
is to stick to "Lock, Stock..." to
capture the true essence of a good
Ritchie film.

CLIFF NOTES

SNATCH
CAST: Bemcio Del Toro. Dennis

Farina. Jason Flemng. Vinnie
Jones. Brad Pin, Rade Sherbedgia
Jason Statham
DIRECTOR: Gt.* RIICIDC
RATING: R
DISTRIBUTED 111: Screen Gems

Valleys

Cliffs

Scholarship Application Available On -Line!
The SJSU Financial Aid and Scholarship Office is offering General Scholarships for the 2001-2002
academic year to qualified applicants. We are pleased to be able to offer students a web-based
application form with links to scholarship criteria and information we have never had before! On -Line
application filing period is open until March 15, 2001. Scholarships will be awarded during the
summer and early fall.
For more information or to apply go to: ftttci://scholarships.sisu.edu or call the Financial Aid and
Scholarship Office: 408-283-7500.
It’s that easy,

Distinctive Scholarships
these scholarships have specific criteria and application requirements in addition to the General
Scholarship Apllication:
Associated Students Board of Directors Scholarship
Associated Students Executive Council Scholarship
Flobert & Ellen Baron Leadership Award
Norman Barrett Scholarship Endowment
CSU Trustees Award for Outstanding Achievement
Meta Marion Goldsmith Foreign Languages Scholarship
Herbert & Nell Richards Scholarship
Dale M. Schoettler Scholarship for Visually Impaired Students
After completing the General Scholarships Application on-line you may also apply on-line for the
Distinctive Scholarships.

Searching
high and low?
Look no further.
Spartan Bookstore has a wide selection of study
guides and study aids (including edible ones).
Check us out on campus or online 24/7.
www.spartanshops.com
SpartanBooks tore
So.
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Spartans get
SPARTAN
splashing wins
OUTLOOK

htuid Rawl Daily Staff
San Jose State University goalie Michelle Rozzen
makes asuccessful block against the Santa Clara Broncos

at the Aquahc Center. The Spartans went on to beat Santa
Clara 14-2 and University of California Santa Cruz 14-5.

By Vivian Bejarin
DARN STAFF WRITER
The San Jose State University
water polo team won its first two
nonconference matches of the
2001 season, defeating Santa
Clara University and the University of California at Santa
Cruz on Sunday.
In the day’s first game versus
the Broncos, the Spartans won
14-2.
Captain Christy Taylor scored
the first goal of the Spartan scoring barrage.
By the end of the first period,
the Spartans led 4-1 with goals
scored by Inna Fedoseyeva and
Neva West.
The freshman leading the
Spartans in scoring was Christine Welsh, who scored three
goals during each match.
She said she had the "jitters"
because these were her first two
matches of the season and of her
college career.
"She is going to be a very good
player," said assistant coach
Matt Anderson.
By the end of the second period, the Spartan lead was
increased to eight with goals
scored by Erin Kelly, Jessamyn
Grewal and Welsh.
To start off the third period,
back-to-back goals were scored
by Riddle and Welsh, which
made the score 12-2.
In the fourth period, Allison
Kurvers and Monica Turner

added the final two goals, which
sealed the Spartan victory.
Sophomore goalie Nichole Lipman, who was also playing her
first game, said she thought she
performed well.
Lipman, who made a total of
six saves during the two matches, said, "I think I did pretty
good. We all worked together, and
I had fun."
She added, "It is important to
come out strong against any
team we play."
After a 15-minute break, the
Spartans went on to face UCSC.
In the second game, the Spartans defeated the Banana Slugs
14-5.
The Spartans jumped out to a
10-1 lead, with second period in
an encore offense performance
from Taylor, Kelly, Grewal, Welsh
and Kurvers.
In the last two periods, each
team scored four goals, heightening the lead and winning both
games for the Spartans.
Freshman goalie Michelle
Rozzen said, "I knew we would
win."
Rozzen attributes the beginning of a great season to the continuous hard work of the team
and head coach Lou Tully’s
intense two weeks of practice.
The team now looks forward
to their next match against UC
Davis on Saturday.
"UC Davis is very competitive,
but we plan to win." Tully said.

Men’s Basketball
Thursday vs. Nevada at
7:30 p.m. at the Event Center
Saturday vs Fresno State
at 7 p.m. at the Event Center.

Women’s Basketball
Friday vs. Nevada at 7
.m. in Nevada.

Baseball
Wednesday vs CS Hayward at 2:30 p.m. at Blethen
Field
Friday vs. UC Santa Barbara at 2:30 p.m. at Municipal
Stadium
Saturday vs. UC Santa
Barbara at 1 p.m. at Municipal
Stadium

Softball

;

Saturday Early Bird Tournament at SJSU Field

Women’s hoops edged by Golden Hurricane 82-80
Its I iffani Analla
1) Nil

STAFF EDITOR

It’s gut-check time for the
Spartan women’s basketball
team after it dropped a conference game 82-80 Sunday at the
Event Center to the University
of Tulsa. San Jose State University fell to 2-6 in the Western
Athletic Conference.
"Our season should be going
the other direction. It comes
down t,o desire, heart and pride
and not everyone on the team
has it," junior starting guard
Atari Parker said.
The Spartans 00-9) have yet
to notch a home victory in conference play this season and are
now in last place in the conference.
Despite three Spartans registering double-digits in scoring,
including a game high of 27
points from junior guard Danada Smith, it was the Spartans’
defense that stumbled because it
allowed the Golden Hurricane to
shoot 52.5 percent from the field
for the game.
Four Tulsa (5-13) players
reached double digits in scoring,
as senior guard Athena Pirpich
led the Golden Hurricane with
18 points and dished out a gamehigh nine assists.
Pirpich managed to connect
on four three-point bombs as she
shot 33 percent from behind the
arc.
Spartan junior forward Elea
A’Giza, who poured in a careerhigh 16 points in the game and
had seven rebounds, said SJSIT’s
defensive intensity needs to step
up.
"The team just out-hustled
us. When we practice, our main
focus is our defensive technique," A’Giza said. "Defense is
the key. Offense doesn’t matter if
you don’t play defense."

a,.r

SJSIT’s head coach Janice
Richard said that the team’s
lack of defensive intensity is riot
the only reason for the Spartans’
struggles. The absence of starting freshman guard Cricket
Williams, who is out with an illness, has hurt SJSU because
Parker is expected to shoulder
niore of the load, Richard said.
"Parker had to win the game
for us," Richard said. "Hopefully
we’ll have Cricket back in a few
games."
Parker, who contributed 16
points and six assists, agreed
with Richard that the absence of
Williams hurt the team.
"Our point guard is crucial to
us and it’s definitely affecting
the team chemistry," Parker
said. "It’s It lot of pressure. Ifer
being out really puts a load on
me."
The score remained close
throughout the game, as both
teatns traded baskets in the first
half of action. SJS1.1 and Tulsa
managed to shoot more than 50
percent from the field, as the
Spartans were on top 41-39 at
the end of the first half
More of the same continued
in the second half as both teams
were knotted at 72 until Tulsa
junior forward Leela Farr hit
free throw with more than twe
minutes remaining to push the
Golden Hurricane ahead for
good.
The lack of defensive intensi
ty coupled with missed free
throws and a lack of offensive
execution down the stretch cul
Initiated in consecutive home
losses for the Spartans over the
weekend.
"I just want to apologize to
the fans," Parker said. "We
shouldn’t he disappointing the
town like that. It can’t get ally
worse. Hopefully they’ll come
out and watch some better
games "

TULSA

TULSA
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Complete all courses in 12 months!
Daytime classes at our Rose Orchard center
Open to all undergraduate majors
Classes begin this Fall

INFORMATION MEETINGS
January 30 and January 31
February 6 and February 7
6:00 p.m.
IMO Rose Orchard Way. San Jose
(Off N. First St. between Tmnian and 217)

For More
Information Call:
408-924-3420

con

Visit our
Website:

Thursday vs. UC Santa
Cruz at Los Gatos Racquet
Club

80

Friday vs. UC Davis in
Davis

(82)

Women’s Swimming

16 Broom 6
3 5 2 fi 8
6 Chicanes I 2
0, Iolats 31 59. 16

Friday vs. Nevada in
Nevada

SJSU (80)
,,u," 4
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0 0 0...r006 0
0 0 0
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Saturday vs. Fresno State
at 7 p.m. in Fresno

44811tInia - SJS11 41 lulu 39
3-poinl Held gash - Tulsa 4 7 ’Papal 4 i2 Ma,
ro 0 4 mons, () 11. SJSU 6 12 (Smith 4 6 K.
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Taylor 81 Assists
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Water Polo
Saturday vs. UC Davis at 11
a.m. at the Aquatic Center.

EMMY

Saturday vs. Stanford at
Stanford.

Standings
Women’s Basketball
Team
All
ICU
6
0
14-4
5
2
14-4
!,N1U
5
3
10-9
Nevada
4
11-8
3
Rice
3
4
11-6
Fresno State
3
4
7-12
;NEP
6
3
7-13
I ulsa
2
5
5-13
SJSU
2
6
10-9

Elea A’Giza dished the ball to
Myiesha Jones during the Spartans’

American Heart
Association.
Owl 44.

Troy Rayless Datly Staff
82-80 loss to Tulsa at the Event
Center on Sunday.
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GOLF N. COUNTRY CLUB

JOB OPENINGS

Our private club provides a high quality environment in
Which our members families and guests
Enjoy recreation, relaxation and social events.

Education, Counseling,
Marketing or Communications
Majors

We are seeking quality candidates who take pride in
Providing exceptional service and are able to consistently
Meet high performance standards.

’ Ito Tr Mr, t t .10
,; .,01; ro,;,1 ,; ; it development ol outreacr
ir K1 recruitment strotegies We’re looking for people who can
good interpersorial skills/public speaking, establish
,ffer tive work.rig relanorishrps and work with community. Being
bat, ’dual di iwor graduate student is a plus, but is not required
YiV rieed people to start as soon as possible, hours (20 per week)
lie flexible, but coukt indude weekends. evenings and some
ill day events Salary Is SI5 49 to S17.07 per hour. depending
experience

Prior hospitality experience is desirable however we
Will provide training to those who possess an enthusiastic
Personality combined with the desire to learn.

Applicants should submit a letter of interest and qualifications
to fern O’Connor by e-marl oconnoriaadmin.fhda.edu or fax to
(408) 864..54 S4 .

DeAnza

,Istt Me/graduate

"

mown

82, SJSU

16. (31 1.
.
42, 3 8, 15. TIMM 4 4
Morrow 343 0 0, 6.110 .
0 0, 2 HankImann 0 0 0
92

One-Year MBA Program
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Tennis

Next up for SJSU is a conference contest at 7 p.m. Friday at
the Lawlor Events Center with
the University of Nevada I 11-8),
which is 4 3 in conference play

College

Peting/Communications Department

Oualified candidates will enjoy working in an exclusive
And private setting and will be compensated with a
very competitive salary and
Benefits package.

We are seeking applicants for the following positions:
Fine Dining Servers AWPM
Host/Hostess AM/PM
Reception Desk AM/PM
Busser AM/PM
Bartender PM
Custodial/Housekeeper AWPM
Applicants may apply in person M -F 9:00AM 5:00PM
or
Fax your resume to: (650) 948-4267
email resume to: LutleyOLAGCC.com
LAGCC is an EOE
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SJSU baseball kicks off season with new field
By Julian J. Ramos
DAE 1 STAFF WRITER
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Junior Ruiz, who was Western Athletic Conference player of
the year last season, slides to third base in front of Spartan assistant

11) Jordan Robertson
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coach, Dean Madsen Saturday at the new baseball stadium, Blethen
Field, located on South Campus

Swimming team defeats
Pepperdine in home finale
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The San Jose State University women’s swimming team won
its last home meet of the season
Saturday, boosting its record to
4-5 in the Western Athletic Conference.
In what amounted to a
blowout victory, the Spartans
defeated Pepperdine University
by 54 points. The final score
was 170-116.
The meet marked a resurrection of sorts for the San Jose
State University team, which
swam most of the season without fielding a full roster.
Because of academic ineligibilities and injuries dating back to
last semester, when the season
started, some swimmers were
competing on their home turf for
the first time.
"We swam well," said Spartan
head coach Pablo Morales. "I
think the good part about today
is that for the first time in the
semester we had our fullsquad."
"From this point on it’s more
to see what our team can do and
what individuals can do.’
Morales said. "I think that will
help a lot in our WAC competition."

"We had a real good meet
Wednesday, and this was kind of
a reward trip for the kids, really," he said, referring to a home
meet against San Diego State
University in which Pepperdine
competed closely but lost by 30
points.
"We’ve had five meets in the
last two weeks Le it’s tough to
keep up with all these meets,"
Rodionoff said. "I think we
swam well, but San Jose swam
"They’re a good
particularly well."
Winning multiple events for
team, but I don’t
the Spartans were Hutson,
Charlotte Pierce
sophomore
think they’re as
(100 freestyle, 200 freestyle and
strong as us. We 200 butterfly) and sophomore
Banovic (500 freestyle and
have more depth." Petra
1000 freestyle).
Morales said despite the win.
- Emily Hutson,
his team still has some things
swimmer
Spartan
work on.
"It was just a pretty good
eleven of sixteen events, losing day," he said. "We need to do a
the 50 freestyle, 100 butterfly, better job of showing higher
200 individual medley, 400 intensity when we might have
freestyle relay and 1 -meter div- the situation under control."
The teams’ final meets are
ing.
Pepperdine head coach Nick Friday at the University of
Rodionoff said he would have Nevada at Reno and Saturday
been surprised if his team won, at Fresno State University. The
noting the meet fell at the end of Western Athletic Conference
a hectic few weeks of competi- championship matches begin
Feb. 22 in San Antonio, Texas.
tion.

Emily Hutson, a sophomore
advertising major who was academically ineligible last semester, won two events: the 100and 200-yard breaststroke.
Regarding Pepperdine, she
said, "They’re a good team, but I
don’t think they’re as strong as
us. We have more depth."
The Spartan squad won

Cleveland Browns name Davis as new head coach
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BEREA, Ohio (AP) Butch
Davis rebuilt a once-proud football program in shambles at the
University of Miami. Now, he’ll
have a chance to do the same
thing for the Cleveland Browns.
Davis, who in six years
brought the Hurricanes back
from ruin to national title contenders, resigned Monday to
become head coach of the
Browns.
Davis will be introduced at
Tuesday at the club’s suburban
training facility, Browns president Carmen Policy said.
The Browns have been looking for a coach since Jan. 11,
when they fired Chris Palmer
after a disturbing and injuryravaged 3-13 season.
Davis’ agent, Marvin Demoff,
said after arriving in Cleveland
that his client had not yet
signed a contract with the
Browns but the sides were "in
serious discussions. It’s pretty
close "

An NFL source, speaking on
the condition of anonymity, said
Davis was seeking a five-year
deal in the $13-15 million range.
Kansas City recently signed
Dick Vermeil to a comparable
three-year, $10 million contract.
"He’s a solid coach and a
great pick," said Browns guard
Jim Pyne. "He’s a high-energy
guy who has a lot of enthusiasm
and fire. He’s a tough disciplinarian and that can only help a
young team. I’m really happy
he’s coming."
The Browns had one of the
league’s youngest rosters last
season, and Policy had hoped to
hire a coach who could relate to
young players. Davis was tough
but popular with his teams at
Miami.
For weeks, Davis denied he
would leave Miami, where he
inherited a program racked by
scandal and under NCAA sanctions in 1995. He had been
working on a contract extension
with the university

The Browns also denied hav
ing had a secret meeting with
Davis in Florida.
But something made Davi,
change his mind about Cleveland, and money could be one of
the biggest reasons.
Davis’ contract with Miami
paid him $900,000 annually and
the school’s new five-year offer
was said to be worth about $1.3
million a year.
Palmer made about $1 million a year with Cleveland and,
when he was dismissed, the
team made it clear that billionaire owner AI Lerner wanted to
pay him for the three remaining
years on his contract and then
some.
Davis told the Hurricanes’
players of his decision Monday
morning. His departure comes
at a difficult time for the school
with just one week left before
the end of the college signing
period.
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This ad will get you a free Sony Music Gift Certificate," good for a
Sony music CD or video when you sign up for these
convenient Wells Fargo banking services
The Student Combo Package
Student Checking
Free Student Visa Care’
ATM & Check Card’
Free Online Account Access
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Baseball diamonds for many
years have been dubbed "fields
of dreams," but for Spartan head
baseball coach Sam Piraro, his
personal field of dreams was
dedicated Saturday at its South
Campus location.
Since his playing days at San
Jose State University in the
19708 and during his 15 seasons
as head coach, a practice field as
well as an alternate playing site
were just wishful thinking for
Piraro.
"It’s a project that was
extremely necessary in my opinion," Piraro said. "San Jose
State stayed stagnant while
other universities built facilities."
The three-year-old project
includes grandstand seating, a
press box, scoreboard and new
outfield fence, along with home
and visitor dugouts.
Blethen Field, named after
Howard Blethen, became a reality with a donation from Fred
and Sandra Blethen Chasalow.
Sandra Blethen Chasalow is the
daughter of Howard Blethen.
Nicknamed "Lefty", Blethen
played baseball at SJSU from
1933 to 1935. He is recognized
as the first Spartan to sign a
professional baseball contract.
After his playing days with
the St. Louis Browns, Blethen
was a high school principal in
the Bay Area for 33 years.
"I enjoyed talking to him
about San Jose State and baseball," Piraro said.
The ceremony included members of last season’s team receiving their National Collegiate
Athletics Association College
World Series rings. No Spartan
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team had ever previously
advanced to the College World
Series.
"They’re pretty nice rings,"
junior outfielder Junior Ruiz
said. "We’ve been waiting a long
time for them."
The experience of playing in
the College World Series is one
that will stay with the players
for the rest of their lives, Piraro
said.
"It’s quite an accomplishment," Piraro said. "They have
that experience in common."
Following the Blethen Field
dedication ceremony was the
annual alumni game. The current squad took on a number of
former players in an exhibition
game. Among them were Chris
Key, Jared Sandler and Gary
Patchett, members of last season’s College World Series team.
The Spartans handed the
alumni a 15-1 loss. The game
went 10 innings and featured
assistant coaches Robert Berns
and Dean Madsen taking at
bats in the top of the ninth
inning.
Senior outfielder Brandon
Macchi led the current squad
with seven RBIs. His first
inning two-run home run broke
open the scoring. Ruiz had four
hits including a triple in the
fourth inning.
The annual game brings
together players from different
eras in Spartan baseball.
On hand for the game was
former head coach Gene
Menges, the winningest head
coach in SJSU baseball history,
with a record of 467-434-4. He
cited the alumni’s support as
the backbone of the baseball
program.
"They are loyal to the very
end," Menges said. "A proud,
loyal group."

:111 Park Center Plaza 1300W. San Carlos St
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STRESS: Class teaches how to relax
continued from Page I
of "Managing Stress, Principles
and Strategies for Health and
. Well-being."
,
The class is designed with students in mind, to enhance their
ability to understand and effectively manage stress through an
understanding of the stress
process and its relation io health
and disease, lifestyle, and the
environment,
sociocultural
according to Dr. Barbara Conry,
one of the class’ instructors.
Conry, who graduated from
Ohio State University and has
been teaching at SJSU for 30
years, developed the original
stress management course for
the university.
Another goal of the course is to
incorporate stress-management
techniques into the student’s
lifestyle, with particular emphasis on identifying and using
available university resources to
support academic, personal and
social development, while reducing stress associated with the
transition to a university environment, Conry said.
HuP 069 combines experimental learning as well as theory.
7 Personal applications are emphasized, according to Conry, and
classes consist of lecture, group
discussions, multimedia presentations and guided laboratory
_ activities.
Active participation in all lec-

ture and laboratory sessions is
expected of all students in the
course, Conry said.
Another course assignment
studies stress across the life
span. In this area, the students
are required to review literature
on childhood stress or stress and
aging, then interview a child or
older adult, according to professor Conry’s proposed schedule.
This course also gives students the opportunity to investigate potential stressors likely to
be encountered in their chosen
career by reviewing literature on
stress and interviewing at least
one person working in that profession.
In the laboratory sessions,
there is autogenic training, a
relaxation technique where the
individual gives conscious messages to various body parts to feel
warm and heavy.
The lab will also include progressive muscle relaxation,
breathing
diaphragmatic
"breathing from the lower stomach or diaphragm rather than
the thoracic area," Furst added.
Mediation is also part of the
course.
The course focuses on freshmen and transfer students but
instructors encourage everyone
to take the course. "There is limited space this semester but more
than two classes could be offered
next semester," Conry added.

HOUSE: Off the stilts on Monday
,

st,

continued from Page I

interior renovation, which can’t
begin until the house is lowered,
. would already be under way. Con. struction delays in the new UPD
building, scheduled to open the
week of Feb. 12, postponed work
on the University House.
The current police building
was using a water line that interfered with the foundation of the
University House, Davila said.
,
Davila added that De Alba
ordered a replacement water line
for the police building in November so that work on the University House could continue.
Although he admits the pro,..ject is about a month behind
schedule,
De Alba said a lot of
"nonvisual" progress has been
made on the University &louse
since August.
"I call it the ugly phase of construction," De Alba said. "You’re
seeing the bones and flesh of the
building."

Davila believes the University
House will be complete by June
and the computer lab will be open
by spring of 2002.
By renovating the University
House, Davila said A.S. is
two birds with one stone by fulfilling the obligation of a computer lab and eliminating ail eyesore."
"Had we gone with our original intention of putting the computer lab on the third floor of the
UPD building, it would have cost
the students more money than
what we are currently doing,"
Davila said.
The lowering of the house is
expected to take three days and
will be handled by the Kelly
Brothers Moving Company,
Atkins said. The Kelly Brothers
were also responsible for rotating
the house in August.
"Many people may have their
doubts," Atkins said. "But when
it’s done, everyone will isrreti it
was a good deal."
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David Royal, Daily StaP
said, "The class is a great stress reliever."

Junior Sopai Chem takes a spin in his Beginning Latin Dance
class Monday. The class is one of the most popular and Chem

BUSES: University contracts tour buses to handle the crowds at Park and Ride
continued from Page I
the Spartan Village bus stop on
10th Street, the Park and Ride
lot on Seventh Street and then
encircle the entire campus. Along
with the charter buses, the campus still uses three of its own
buses, which are painted white.
To make the buses more recognizable to students, Lt. Marianne
Alvarez of Traffic and Parking
Operations at SJSU said the
buses may have another insignia
added to them to make them
stand out to students.
Currently, the charter buses
can be recognized by their silver
bottoms and blue and whit,
stripes.

Originally, the university contracted four buses from United
Brothers, but after realizing that
the buses were mostly empty, one
was cut from service.
While students complimented
the new buses for their size and
comfort, not all were in favor of
the new service.
"It was very nice, roomy, but
all that’s not necessary," Bennett
said. "I think they’re wasting
money on these chartered buses.
I think if they used the money to
build another garage, that would
be better."
Laws said that another garage

has been looked at as a remedy,
but the expensive costs and lack
of land, as well as the amount of
time needed for planning and
construction make the chances of
that highly unlikely.
Pointing to an example, Laws
said the University of California
at Santa Cruz recently built a
500-car garage half the size of
the Fourth Street Garage for
the cost of $12 million.
Laws said eventually the university will field all of its own
buses, phasing out the reliance
on contracting outside services.
Another change from last

semester is the busing hours. The
bus service hours have been
extended to pick up passengers
from Duncan Hall, Alvarez said.
The last pickup now takes place
at 10:15 p.m. instead of 9:30 p.m.,
she said.
Parking permits for the Park
and Ride lot on South Campus
can be purchased online for $41
at
http://www.thepermitstore.com.
For further information or
comments on SJSU transit services, call (408) 924-6551.

Get More By Learning a

Foreign Language
$2500 available for Majors
$1500 available for Minors
Chinese

Japanese

French

Portuguese

German

Punjabi

Greek

Russian
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Notas
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A Major, Double Major, or Minor in a foreign language will
enhance your chances of success in your chosen career
Also you may qualify for a

META MARION GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP
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SCIENCE: Researcher to present study showing heavy smokers have less incidence of Parkinson’s disease than light smokers
continued from Page I

"We don’t know what
it is about smoking
that makes them have
less Parkinson’s
Disease, but there
is something about
it that you can
investigate."

amount is 20 percent to 80 percent less," said Quik, who has
been studying the disease for
nearly 30 years. "That might be
related to how much you smoke.
For instance, heavy smokers have
less instances of Parkinson’s Disease than people who smoke one
or two cigarettes a day."
However, Quik warned that
people may misinterpret the
results.
"Never would one suggest that
anyone smoke," she said. "It’s
undisputed it’s linked to lung
cancer and heart disease, but
there might be something in
smoke" that replaces chemicals
lost with the disease.
Scientists began studying the
disease in the 1960s, Quik said.
And so far, nearly all the evidence indicates that nicotinic
receptors in the brain (the areas
that react to nicotine) are key to

- Maryka Quik,
Parkinson’s institute

how the disease

understanding

works, she said.
Parkinson’s Disease is a progressive neurological disorder in
which brain cells that control
movement are lost, according to
the Parkinson’s Disease Society.
The result is severe difficulty
in performing even the simplest

movements such as walking,
talking and writing, the society
said. The disease’s symptoms
include shaking, muscle stiffness
and slowness of movement, and
it has no known cure.
Quik said she hopes that her
research, which has not been
completed, can help change that.
"If we can identify what receptor might be involved in movement, and what receptors might
be involved in protecting against
Parkinson’s Disease, in the long
term some pharmaceutical companies might be interested in developing drugs to protect against
Parkinson’s Disease," she said.
There are nine nicotinic receptors in the brain, 15 overall
throughout a human’s body, Quik
said. Her research centers
around determining which receptors are responsible for causing
the beneficial change.
"In Parkinson’s Disease, there
are these cells that make

dopamine," she said. "And these
cells, for reasons no one really
knows, degenerate. What you
would like to do is stop these cells
from dying in the first place."
Nicotine may do just that.
"Smoke has a lot of different
things in it, including nicotine,"
Quik said. "The nicotine in the

brain acts with a compound
called dopamine. Dopamine is
lost in Parkinson’s Disease. We
don’t know what it is about
smoking that makes them have
less Parkinson’s Disease, but
there is something about it that
you can investigate."
John Boothby, a professor of

biology and the lecture’s organizer, said Quik’s presentation will
likely be easy to understand,
even for nonscience majors.
"I think she’s really attuned to
the kind of level we need," Boothby said. "We’re not all neurobiologists and physiobiologists that
are going to be there."
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OFFICE - PROGRAM ASST.
Flexible Hours / Good Wages
Contact "Kids to Camp"
408-971-6000
kidstocamp411@hotmail com
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.
CHILDREN’S THEATER
WORKSHOP
Needs Leaders - We Train.
I -10 hours per week.
Reliable transportation needed.
Good Pay. Must have
experience working with children.
Call Carol 408-265-5096.
Fax resumes to 408-265-8342.

RETAIL SALES,
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
Renowned coffee roaster and
retailer has openings for retail
sales people, shift supervisors
and assistant managers.
*Competitive pay, bonuses and
discounts
*Medical/dental (including vision
prescription, chiropractic)
Domestic partner coverage
Commuter checks
401(k) with 15% match
Flexible work schedules
Apply at 1140 Lincoln Avenue, Suite
C, in San Jose. We encourage
applications from people of all ages.
races and ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
www.peets com
lobsdpeets.com
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T.
Top Pay / Benefits
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880.
www.acufacts.com

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
EMERY WORLDWIDE
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Customer Service Agent
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Entry level Data Entry 55 wpm
Fax: (650) 320-9688
$11.50-$14.50 pr hour
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
8.00am to 5:00pm
Please call Kim at 408-922-7242. STAR ONE CREDIT UNION,
Sunnyvale. Be a part of the
WAITPERSON NEEDED
largest Credit Union in Santa
Evening & Weekend Shifts Avail. Clara County. We are looking
Salary + Tips + Meals.
for great employees who want
Apply in person.
to join our winning team. We
Britannia Arms
offer generous compensation &
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose benefits, including medical. dental.
vision, life, 401k, a retirement
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY plan, discount employee loans
Friendly, Alert, Considerate
& education assistance. These
We Train. Student Friendly.
benefits are also available to
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
part-time employees who work
408-247-4827
20 hours or more a week.
TELLER - Code: 122SD
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
Fulltime/Part-Time,
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
Weekends. No Sales Quotas.
No
Flex hours. Will train
Process and balance member
408-768-0566
Requires HS
transactions.
diploma and 6 months teller
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK, experience or extensive cash
a quality recreation program handling skills.
old
year
2-12
serving
STATEMENT / SUPPORT
sResponsibilities include proCode 129SD
gram implementation, daily
Assist with high volume mail
operations & staff development.
verifying incoming
processing,
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
mail deposts & loan payments
meet State of CA Title 22
Post transactions
accuracy.
for
Regulations. Flexible schedule
to appropriate accounts. Assist
days, eves, weekends. Team
& metering.
distribution
mail
in
environment. Benefits avail. FAX
Process change of address
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
and check reorders.
kidspark@kidspark-centers.com requests
possess good working
or call for interview 408-260-7929. Must
knowledge of computers and
Microsoft Windows programs,
DOORMAN NEEDED
including Word. Good commuDiplomatic
Minded
&
Mature
matron and customer service
2 / 3 nights per week
skills. Desirable to have held a
Apply in person.
similar position for at least one
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose year in a financial institution.
Please send resumes to
imestarone.org or fax to 408 CASHIERS NEEDED
Full or Part Time, Evenings - 756-2565 & include job code.
Weekends. Apply in person or
call Ofelia at (408) 295-3964.
PURCHASING & INVENTORY
Coordinator for Saratoga Spa
Stock, inventory counts. order
products, meet vendors Flex
schedule 20+ hours per week.
Exp preferred, computer literate
& attention to detail a must.
Fax: 408-741-4901, or E-mail:
smorales@eharmonie com

ASSIF EID

C

PROOF READER NEEDED
No experience required
Wil train. Flexible hours.
Near SJSU!
Contact Mike
453-3311.

CHECK CASHING TELLER NT
& W/E. Cash handling desirable
or will train. Call Ed 866-7575.
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES
Immediate positions available.
KT. AM/PM/Saturdays in busy
year-round swimming schooL
Brand new indoor teaching
facility. Complimentary athletic
club membership included. Must
have strong computer skills & an
excellent telephone personality.
Apply at AVAC Swim School,
5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124.
(408) 445-4918
SECRETARY 10am -3pm, M-F
Downtown church next to SJSU.
W/P phones, gen office routine.
Call 294-4564 for further into.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
I -650-324-1900, M-f. 8-4:30
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No experience
necessary. Over 21, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
CINNABAR HILLS GOLF CLUB
Hiring for restaurant positions.
Apply in person.
23600 McKean Road, SJ.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Located in San Jose, we are a
growing community based
nonprofit established in 1973.
As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
language & culturally-proficient
mental health services, senior
services, youth services,
a primary care health clinic
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program.
We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions:
Mental Health Counselors:
Provide direct mental health
rehabilitiation services to
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
behavioral sciences or related
field. fluent in vietnamese
a plus.
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
or equivalent experience
Family Advocates Domestic
Violence Program:
Provide counsefing and
guidance at emergency
shelter for battered women
Requirements. BA/BS in
behavioral sciences or
equivalent experience.
Volunteers Always Needed!
Send resumes to.
AACI
Human Resources
2400 Moorpark Ave. J1300
San Jose, CA 95128
Fax. (408) 975-2745
Email: roland.acupidoeaaci org

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

PART-TIME LIVE-IN NANNY
*Transportation of 5 year old
and 10 year old children to/from
school. *Overseeing children’s
homework. *Initial preparation
of children’s meal as directed.
*Very light housekeep lob. Otter
private bedroom and bathroom,
and competitive salary Phone
408-978-1989. 408-887-6974
TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
is a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to
be a nanny. We have many
types of positions available.
Part-time & full-time afternoon
positions. $15-$20/hour..2-3 full
days per week. $300 - $600/
week Par1-time mornings. $15$20/hr Full-time oft by 5 pm:
Up to $3500/month *Part-time
& full -lime summer positions
Scuth Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay.
NO FEE TO REGISTER!’
Call Town & Country Resources
I -888-772-3999 www tandcr.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOUSING

FREE ICE CREAM, ESPRESSO
DRINKS, COFFEE, DESSERTS
with the purchase of another at
FREDDIE’S ICE CREAM &
DESSERTS. 505 E. San Cados
(on the comer of S. 11th, by 7-11)
Only valid with this ad in hand Expires 2-23-01.

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BOHM APTS.
Live in luxury St walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639

YOUR PERSONALITY
determines your happiness.
Know wily? Call 1-800-293-6463
for your free personality test.

NSURANCE

Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Pnnce of India
5 Inferior
10 Travel document
14 They’re yoked
15 Swiftly
Lazily
16
ADDR.COM
Leading Web Hosting and Web 17 Jai 18 Of ships
TEACH PART-TIME
Design Company
19 Greenish blue
Science/Nature Programs to Immediate Account Activation
20 Cub Scouts
children Youth Science Institute.
Packages start at $7.95/mo
leader
408-356-4945 Fax 408-358-38k3
Sales @addr com
22 Italian food
www.ysi-ca.org
23 "You - the
Sunshine of
*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
My Life"
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
24 Anes. e.g.
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
to get $$PAIDS$ to lose up
25 Fountain treats
Opportunity for teaching exp.
29 Pooches
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural. Guaranteed
33 Sporn in "The
ext. 408. EOE/AAE
Call (408) 793-5256.
Tempest"
34 Complain
SPECIAL ED CREDENTIALED
FREQUEN
YOUR
UP
PICK
developwith
work
36 Alaskan port
Teacher to
mentally disabled students. CUSTOMER CARD at Freddie’ 37 Decent grade
Training provided. Xlnt benefits. Ice Cream & Desserts. Buy 10 o 38 Sea eagles
Flexible hrs Competitive salary any item in the store, the Ilth o 39 Line
that same item is always FREE 40 Visitor to Siam
Fax resume, 408-379-4366
505 E. San Carlos St (on th
42 Ponder
comer of So 1 1th by the 711)
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
43 Not glossy
Spec Ed & Regular Class,
45 Laundry item
SMART PEOPLE WANTED!
SLI
.
.
47 More opulent
To Advertise in the
Dist. Call 867, 3424 x5 04 f or in fo
49 Dawn goddess
Spartan Daily Classiffiedsl
& application. Immediate Need
50 Emulate
Al Pacino
51 "Bah!"
54 Tennis strokes
60 Cargo
61 Cranny
62 Matinee man
I IONA I. /AGENCY RATES CALI.
63 Nonvay’s
capital
64 Different
65 Wife of
1 -Across
66 Remove one’s
hat
67 Swerves
68 - out: scraped
by with

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

SERVICES

WANTED

408-9U-3277

IJLIILIILILIJUJJJLIJULILILIIULILI[JULILICILILIQJLIQ
Ad Rates: 3-Iine minimum
3 tines

One
Day
55

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

/
Please check
one classification:

Name
Five
Days
$13

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues- receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues. receive 25% off.
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff Si faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address

_Lost and Found*
_Announcements
Phone
_Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
___AutEFoleciroSsra0F1
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
neoicrsSale
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
IN Deadline. 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
_Wanted
No refunds on canceled ads.
All ads are prepaid
_Employment
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
_Opportunities
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Gay IS Stele

hp code

Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
__Health/Beauty
_Sports/Thnlls
_Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in OBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

EVENTS
CHECK OUT Freddie’s new
Espresso Drinks: Milky Way,
Coconut Almond Joy, and
Caramellio

PSYCHIATRIC ABUSE? Anyone
harmed by shock treatment,
psychiatric drugs, sexually
abused, any other abuse including fraudulent billing by a
psychiatrist or mental health
practitioner, call 1-800-330-7290. LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
CITIZENS COMMISSION ON
Lowest Down Payment
HUMAN RIGHTS
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
FREDDIE WONDERS
International Driver Welcomed
if anyone actually reads
No Driver Refused
these things’
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
pnninsureaol.com
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
year. Save 30% 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental.com or
HEALTH / BEAUTY
www goldenwestdental com
FREE 1 HR MASSAGE
408-352-1884
WORD PROCESSING
Car Accident. Wolk injury
Kevin Chiropractor
Ask
for
Dr
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Theses, Term Papers,
Call BIRTHRIGHT
Group Projects, etc.
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
All formats, including APA.
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Return.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Rate increases S2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases S2 for each additional day.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to epocIfic telephone
lor
numbers or add r
information.
additions’
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons tor discount
vacations or merchandise.

YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Assist.
Directors. Teachers, Aides, and
Elementary After-School Recreation Leaders for our After
School Enrichment Centers.
Pruggarc, located tiroughout San
Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clara,
Los Gatos, Saratoga. Campbell,
Evergreen, Milpitas & Berryessa.
Full & Part-Time positions available - hours flexibie around
school. Fun staff teams, great
experience in working with children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE,
Educ. Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Ed &Jot other related fields. For
more information & locations:
YMCA Job Hotline 408-859-1010
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Erna& YMCAjo b@scvymca.org

2-3 DAYS/WEEK - 10th grader.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL afternoons Geometry, Span.
help needed for small exclusive etc. 408-356-8459, Kristin.
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
UFEGUARDS / SVAT Instructors
Call 371-9115.
No experience necessary. Will
train. Flexible hours. FT/PT.
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
Fun work environment. Close to
BE AN EGG DONOR
SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 34.
Family Fertility Center
is seeking bright, responsible,
non-smoking women ages 21-30 LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
Now hiring caring teachers.
with good medical history.
Experience a plus. No experiGenerous compensation.
ence? We will train you. Year1-800-939-6886
round swim lessons in brand
new indoor teaching facility.
RECEPTIONIST, PT.
Phones, Lt Clerical work, 10 min. AM, PM & Saturday positions
from SJSU, T & TH, 9 5:30. available. Complimentarv athletic
club membership is included.
Call Heather 408-995-6425.
Apply at AVAC Swim School,
CLERICAL PERSON PART TIME 5400 Camden Ave SJ 95124. WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Microsoft, Excel & General Call today!!! (408) 445-4918
AND
Office Work. For more info call Now Interviewingn!
LOVE CHILDREN??
Kevin Crowley 408-267-1665.
TOP PAY!
SWIM TEAM COACH. Small
Immediate perm/temp positions
TELEMARKETING part/futtime team looking for Head Coach, 3 as Teachers or Assistants at
days
per
week.
Central
YMCA,
Newspaper subscriptions. Hourly
ECE & After School Programs.
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 408-298-1717 x 34
(408) 287-3222
5 blocks from SJSU, near It. rail.
Media Promotions, 408/494-0200. SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
warm. caring teachers for yearround swimming lessons in our Preschool and School Age
FT
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor Teachers and Aides. PT &
Flexible
facility. Experience. a plus. No with excellent benefits
&
fun
environment!
Please
call
experience? We will train you.
370-1877 x 29.
Choose your hours - as few as 4 Tina @
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT Lk FT or as many as 40 hours/week. TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK. a
Established Los Gatos agency Morning, afternoon, evening & quality recreation program servseeks warm, caring students Saturday positions availa Is. ing- 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
for part and full time
art, games and group
Club, 5400 Camden Ave.. SJ - activities.
nanny positions.
FLEX HOURS, days,
(408) 445-4913.
We list only the best jobs!
eves, weekends PT/FT. Team
Hours flexible around school
environment. Benefits available,
LIFEGUARDS
&
SWIM
from 15 hrs / wk +
ECE units preferred. FAX
Instructors Needed.
$14-$18/HR
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
We will train.
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
kidspark@kidspark-centers.com.
370-1877x18
Call YMCA
408-395-3043
x call for interview 408-260-7929
www.spnannies.com

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. PT/FT
Accounting, Bookkeeping or HR
expenence a plus. OuickBooks
knowledgeable. Fax resume to.
Email.
or
408-741-4901,
smorales@eharmonie.com.
$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. PCT. Make
$800. weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details, send
one stamp to: N-28, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire BI.,
Los Angeles. CA 90025.

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

PHN: 408-924-3277

DOWN
I Highway

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOMOMO MOO MONO
MOOMMO WOO MOOM
MOOMON OMM OOMM
OOMMOMMMOOMO
MOMOIM IMMIA MOO@
OOMM OMM DOM
OOOMMMO MOM NOM
OOM MOM MOO OHO
MOM OMM OCHER:10M
OMO MOM COMO
MUMMA MOO MONOM
OMMEIMWOMMOMO
MOOM OMM MOUND
MOO ORO MONOWO
MIRIAM NOM MWOMOO
0 ’SAN Unded Feature Syndicate
2 Wheel part
3 Actress
Harlow
4 Enliven
5 Help employment
ad
6 Bright fish
7 Scream and
shout
8 Blemish
9 Slippery one
10 A, B, or C
11 March 15, in
Rome
12 Lath
13 Auel heroine
21 Pftcher
Hershiser
22 Cook’s
utensil
24 Light blows
25 Parrot
26 Stadium
27 Claims on
property
28 Rub clean
29 Move like a
baby

30
31
32
35
38
41
43
44
46
48
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
61

Direction
Overact
City conduit
Reply to a
ques
Ostnchlike
birds
MOM
advanced
than
A lot
Dancer
Fred
Pull
Los Angeles
players
Trudge
Fair
50%
Act like a
dog
Pang
"Moonstruck"
actress
Sask
neighbor
Finished
Coasted
Fall rno

MEM MMEMM OMNI
UM= MEM= UM=
ME= MEM ME=
MMEMMOMMM MUM
MOM
OWE
MMOMIld dIMMEdnd
MEM ddIMM MEM
ME=
MEM
MIN
UMW di= MIME
=MEd= MWINIMEM
WM
MEM
MAIM idiAMMEddil
MEM MOM= OM
MIMI MEM ME
ME ME= AIME
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Corporate
Intern
Program

www.coca-colaonca
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